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Abstract
Background No simple staging system has emerged for basal cell carcinomas (BCCs), since they do not follow the

TNM process, and practitioners failed to agree on simple clinical or pathological criteria as a basis for a classification.

Operational classification of BCCs is required for decision-making, trials and guidelines. Unsupervised clustering of real

cases of difficult-to-treat BCCs (DTT-BCCs; part 1) has demonstrated that experts could blindly agree on a five groups

classification of DTT-BCCs based on five patterns of clinical situations.

Objective Using this five patterns to generate an operational and comprehensive classification of BCCs.

Method Testing practitioner’s agreement, when using the five patterns classification to ensure that it is robust

enough to be used in the practice. Generating the first version of a staging system of BCCs based on pattern

recognition.

Results Sixty-two physicians, including 48 practitioners and the 14 experts who participated in the generation of the

five different patterns of DTT-BCCs, agreed on 90% of cases when classifying 199 DTT-BCCs cases using the five pat-

terns classification (part 1) attesting that this classification is understandable and usable in practice. In order to cover the

whole field of BCCs, these five groups of DTT-BCCs were added a group representing the huge number of easy-to-treat

BCCs, for which sub-classification has little interest, and a group of very rare metastatic cases, resulting in a four-stage

and seven-substage staging system of BCCs.

Conclusion A practical classification adapted to the specificities of BCCs is proposed. It is the first tumour classifica-

tion based on pattern recognition of clinical situations, which proves to be consistent and usable. This EADO staging

system version 1 will be improved step by step and tested as a decision tool and a prognostic instrument.
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Introduction
There is a need for a staging or at least a categorization of basal

cell carcinomas (BCCs), in order to compare different therapeutic

strategies in homogeneous subgroups, to discuss cases in tumour

boards, to design clinical trials, and to elaborate guidelines.

The TNM classification is not operational since most BCCs

are easy to manage, and although most severe forms do not

metastasize in the nodes and distant metastases are exceptional,

they can, however, kill the patient. Even the T staging for skin

(T0–T4) used for melanoma and squamous cell carcinoma is

not relevant for BCCs. As a consequence, TNM system is never

used for BCCs and is thus not advised in most guidelines in

which BCCs are usually only classified in not clearly defined sub-

groups of low risk and high risk.1–5

We were able to generate a consensual categorization of the

BCCs for which there are therapeutic problems into five pat-

terns, using an original methodology based on independent clus-

tering of real cases by experts.6
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The EADO objective was to check that this categorization was

understandable and usable by practitioners and, if so, to use it as

the core for a complete staging system for BCCs for the daily

practice.

Methods

Testing the operability of the resulting classification of
DTT–BCCs
The classification of 199 difficult-to-treat BCCs (DTT-BCCs)

based on clustering of real cases by 14 experts resulted in five

consensual groups representative of five different patterns of

clinical situations.6 The methods and results have been described

in detail in the part 1.6 It resulted in a classification in five con-

sensual groups.

In order to check that these groups were meaningful, under-

standable and usable by other clinicians, and that cases are con-

sistently and homogeneously classified by any practitioners, a

validation phase was organized. It involved 48 physicians famil-

iar with BCCs, different from the 14 involved in the generation

of the groups. They were provided a template of the classifica-

tion in five groups with illustrative pictures (see part 1), and they

were asked to use it to classify the 199 cases (minus those used

as illustration). This test was performed on in a dedicated web-

site. The 14 experts involved in the initial clustering were also

asked to do the same exercise.

Their agreement was evaluated by the percentage of cases

remaining in the cluster they have been initially assigned to,

according to the classification resulting from the agreement pro-

cedure. In this context, the contrast criterion was used to charac-

terize the distribution of votes on the clusters for each case.

Contrast is maximal if all observers allocate the case to the same

cluster, and it is minimal if votes are equally distributed over the

five groups. In particular, contrast allows easily spotting border-

line cases that received ambiguous assignations.

Building a staging system for all BCCs
A dedicated meeting of the European Association for Dermato-

Oncology EADO was organized (i) to decide whether the five

consensual groups of DT-BCCs identified by clustering could be

considered a relevant basis for a comprehensive classification of

BCCs, in other words whether a cognitive recognition of five

patterns of situation was superior to any other criteria so far

available (like TNM, concept of advanced BCC, classification of

common BCCs in low and high risk as presented in several

guidelines1–4,7); (ii) in case of agreement, to integrate these five

groups in a more comprehensive classification of BCCs, includ-

ing the cases excluded from the initial clustering experiment, i.e.

the highly prevalent easy-to-treat BCCs and the very rare meta-

static BCCs; (iii) to determine whether other classical criteria

(pathology, clinical) should be added to the pattern recognition,

and (iv) to see whether the scientific board could come to an

agreement for a comprehensive classification of all BCCs in

stages ranging from I to IV like in most solid tumours.

Results

Testing the operability of the resulting classification of
DTT–BCCs
The agreement between the 14 initial experts in classifying the

cases was rather high: a majority of experts agree on 90% of

cases. However, 16 cases received distributed votes, nearly

equally spread over two groups (we call them ‘borderline cases’)

or three groups (we call them ‘complex cases’). Out of these 16

cases, agreement raised to 98%. The agreement between the 48

other practitioners was 84%. Disagreement essentially lied in 26

cases (‘borderline’ or ‘complex’), and out of them, agreement

also rises to 98%. All 62 physicians together, the agreement was

85%, while 30 cases received percentage of votes comprised in

the 20–50% interval for at least two different groups, and can be

subsequently considered as ‘ambiguous’ cases with respect to

this classification. The most frequent ambiguities were between

groups 3 and 4 (eight cases lying on the borderline), and

between groups 3 and 5 (five cases on the borderline).

Agreement on a staging system for all BCCs
The board of EADO acknowledged that the 5 patterns of situa-

tion defined by clustering could serve as a basis for a classifica-

tion, and were more relevant to the practice than any other

available criteria. The group agreed that common and easy-to-

treat BCCs which account for the majority of the BCCs did not

need a detailed classification, since there was no operational

need for their simple management. Finally, the board of EADO

agreed on a final classification in four stages (Table 1). EADO-

stage I includes most of the BCCs which are easy to treat, and

low risk, and constitute the majority of cases. EADO-stage II

includes EADO-stage IIA, and IIB which correspond to DTT-

BCC group 1, and 2 identified by the expert clustering experi-

ment, respectively (see part 1 and Table 2); EADO-stage IIA

thus includes common BCCs, which differ from EADO-stage I

since they are somewhat difficult to treat for any reasons linked

to the tumour (location, uncertain limits, prior recurrences) or

the patient (poor status, comorbidities, unwillingness to cope

with the treatment choice), while EADO-stage IIB includes BCCs

considered difficult to treat mainly because of the high number

of BCCs, and not because of individual BCC characteristics.

EADO-stages IIIA, IIIB and IIIC correspond to the consensual

DTT-BCC groups 3, 4 and 5 of the clustering experiment,

respectively (see part 1 and Table 2). EADO-stage III thus

includes large or destructive BCCs, sub-classified in EADO-stage

IIIA, IIIB and IIIC, depending on their location out of (EADO-

stage IIIA), or on critical/functional areas (EADO-stage IIIB),

while extremely destructive situations are classified separately

(EADO-stage IIIC). EADO-stage IV is created for the very rare
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cases with distant metastases, which were not studied in the clus-

tering experiment (see part 1).

Discussion
A consensual classification of DTT-BCC into five clinical pat-

terns or scenarios was generated by case clustering by experts

(see part 1). Herein, we showed that this classification is usable

by other clinicians, with a rather good overall agreement. The

scientific board of EADO came to a consensus that these five

patterns constitute the best core for a classification of all BCCs.

A classification into patterns is quite different from regular

cancer staging systems, which are usually based on a list of clini-

cal and pathological criteria. It is based on pattern recognition

which derives from human brain natural ability to perceive simi-

larity between objects or situations. Such a process, also formal-

ized as ‘expertize’, is unconsciously used by everyone and is of

paramount importance in the medical field.

There was a strong agreement in the cases classification

between the initial 14 experts who contributed to the generation

of the classification, and 48 other clinicians, showing that the

classification was self-explanatory for the na€ıves. The disagree-

ment in the allocation of cases was more frequent between

groups 3 and 4, probably due to a different interpretation of the

limits of ‘functional areas’, and between groups 3 and 5 probably

due to a different interpretation of cases in the grey zone.

We can try to summarize the advantages and limitation of this

new classification based on pattern recognition. The most

important advantages of this classification are: (i) the indepen-

dent clustering methodology ensured that the different

Table 1 EADO staging system for BCC

BCC, basal cell carcinoma.

Table 2 Correspondence between EADO staging system for
BCC, and the 5 consensual groups of clinical patterns identified in
part 1 by a clustering experiment

BCC-EADO stages Consensual groups or clusters
identified in the clustering analysis (Part1)

IIA 1

IIB 2

IIIA 3

IIIB 4

IIIC 5
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categories of BCCs are meaningful to the practice, since they are

extracted from real-life expertise (see part 1); (ii) it is per se con-

sensual since consensus was mathematically derived from blind

contributions, and not biased by a conflicting debate between

different point of views. No other classification of BCCs could

offer such advantages, for several reasons: TNM is not adapted

to BCCs. It is difficult to select among hundreds of possible cri-

teria for classification, none being relevant by itself (pathological

subtypes, location, size, operability, recurrences, prior treat-

ments, patient desires, etc.) but all contributing to characterize a

situation. It is quite difficult to conciliate different point of views

(dermatologists, surgeons, radiotherapists, oncologists, etc.) and

to obtain a consensual classification by a panel discussion, which

will be immediately questioned by another board.

As a limitation, it may be considered that a pattern recognition

of situations is less stringent than criteria like pathological sub-

types, tumour thickness, measure of inflammation, sentinel node

status, etc., which are used in other solid tumours classification. In

fact, the presence of some ‘ambiguous’ cases, which are not classi-

fied exactly the same by all clinicians, is inherent in any classifica-

tion with cut-off. At the border of each stage, a patient may be in a

grey overlap zone between the upper and lower stages. For

instance, in AJCC melanoma, tumours around the 1mm, 2 or

4 mm tumour thickness cut-offs can be classified in the upper or

lower stage just by chance. The kappa statistics as to the interpreta-

tion of ulceration or the measure of Breslow lead to an ‘agreement’

far to be perfect,8,9 which is, however, easily accepted because clini-

cians are used to it. Second, back to the BCCs classification, the

most frequent ambiguous situation leading to apparent inconsis-

tency is among large and/or destructive tumours, depending

whether they are considered in ‘critical or functionally significant

areas (periorificial, nose, other, etc.)’ and classified EADO-stage

IIIB, or in ‘non-critical or functionally significant areas’ and classi-

fied EADO-stage IIIA. We can easily figure out that some cases not

that far from the eye, or the ear, for instance, can be in the grey

zone of whether they are considered in ‘critical or functionally

areas’, yes or no. This will lead to classify the case either in stage

IIIA or IIIB, without shocking any expert, and more importantly

without misinterpretation of the overall clinical situation. A sec-

ond potential limitation for a classification based on pattern recog-

nition is the lack of demonstrated prognostic value. In part 1,6 we

have shown that DTT-score, which is an evaluation by each expert

on a Likert scale of the difficulty of treatment, increases from

group 1 to 5. This confirms that this categorization is tightly

connected to the difficulty of treatment, and therefore probably to

prognosis. Indeed, the difficulty in the treatment of a BCC, what-

ever its cause, is not only a major source of recurrence per se, but

is also often responsible for some compromise in the treatment,

which in turn increases the risk of recurrence. The prognostic

value of this new EADO BCC classification will, however, have to

be assessed prospectively, although we have to be conscious that

OS and PFS which are usually used to assess prognostic in solid

tumours are not relevant to BCCs.

This version 1 of this EADO staging system is the first opera-

tional staging system adapted to the specificities of BCCs and

encompassing the full spectrum of BCCs (Table 1). The limita-

tions of such classification based on a cognitive approach are sim-

ilar to those of any staging system and do not compromise the

high relevance of pattern recognition in a complex system like

BCCs. This version 1 of the classification will be improved step

after step like all staging system, integrating returns from real-life

practice in terms of therapeutic decisions and prognostic value.
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